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INTRODUCTION
Kenya, like most countries is not exempt from the need for

political change, which has thrown many of the governments in

turmoil following the collapse of communism ideologies in Eastern

Europe. Indeed, the political history in Kenya in the 1990's has

seen a mushrooming of institutions called pressure groups. These

have acquired a militancy and sense of purpose hitherto unknown.

Obviously, the new multi-party era has encouraged this new

development. Owing to the abrupt change of the political

scenario, pressure groups had to fight for recognition both by

the general populace and the government, since they are concerned

about the government of the day. This was only possible due to

the legal agility and

groups.l.

imagination of the key activists of these

Although the constitution and other statutes dealing with

human rights, imply that people should associate for the

theprotection of their interests, practice in Kenya before

1990's has shown that politics was a reserve of a few groups in

power, and government was not with the consent of the governed.

There was virtually nothing one could call partic' tory

There was no recourse for the people when the law or

the policies were oppressive.

Since this study considers the institution of pressure

groups as supplements of the representation process, it is

realised that pressure groups must operate within a legal

framework. The work looks into other institutions which perform

a representative function such as interest groups and political
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parties. The relationship between these three institutions is

given a brief treatment.

Our concern also is with the historical background of

pressure groups in Kenya, giving the groups in the colonial

period and immediately after independence, considerable

treatment. There has been an argument put forward in the wake of

the multi-party debate, that pressure groups are unknown in

Kenya.~

The work looks at this denial of pressure groups to exist

legally by the court, digging deeper to establish the reason why

the court had to interprete the law so narrowly to deny pressure

groups a right to exist in Kenya. In looking at the relationship

between the pressure groups and the courts, the thesis delves

into a few cases which touched on the matter. The thesis also

gives fundamental liberties and especially the right to freedom

of association a detailed treatment. It clearly claim's for the

ans'tItution of pressure groups their right to exist legally in

Kenya, outlining the role they play in the representative

process. It concerns itself with the role of pressure groups

acting as checks against abuse of power by those holding power

bearing offices.

1.
Footnotes

See The Nairobi Law Monthly number 39, December 1991
15.

at p.

2. As per
others v

N. Dugdale in the case of Salim Ndamwe
the Attorney General and the Registrar.

of Kenya at Nairobi, Civil application number 253

and three
High Court
of 1991.
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CHAPTER OI'IE

1.0 MEANING AND EVOLUTION OF PRESSURE GROUPS

1.1 P~essu~e group defined

The term pressure group is far from being an

immaculate conception. It has been used to denote

different things at different times. Indeed, there are

variations, inconsistencies as well as overlaps with

words akin to it like interest groups and political

parties, which makes it very hard to draw a

distinction between these terms. This has made this

concept to remain fuzzy and at times confusing as

everybody seems to give it the name he likes either in

disrepute or in respect. Pressure groups have

frequently been condemned as delectrious elements in

the governmental process. This distortion is brought

out by Schattschneider who reported that in the economy

of democracy and democratic government, the pressure

group is defined as a parasite on the wastage of power

exercise by the sovereign majority1. He therefore

depicts a pressure group as being inimical to the

proper running of the government.

The same view was exp~essed by one Justice Hugo L.

Black when he was dealing with a case on lobby and

pressure politics. He observed thus,

"Contrary to tradition,against public morals
and hostile to good governance, itself, its
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size, its power, its capacity to evil, its
greed, trickery, deception, and fraud
condemns it to the death it deserves"2

Hence the views rxpressed by the two writers above

gives us, the idea that a pressure group is something

evil and unwanted in the society.

Their views precludes the possible existence of

any agencies which logically should be classified as

pressure groups, but which might also be viewed as

beneficial elements in the democratic process.

A perusal of the existing literature on the

subject does not reveal a general standard definition

of what a pressure group is. Nevertheles's, it has been

defined as "any association of persons having similar

interests and seeking to influence legislation and

other political decisions favourable to its cause, but

without seeking formal control of the government".~

Mary E. Dillon, defines a pressure group as,

" a non-partism organization of the people formed
to exert influence upon the legislature, the
executive or other governmental agency through
public opinion for the enactment or the adoption,
modification or discontinuation of a public
pol icy". 4

Mary E. Dillons idea was developed further by

professor J.W. Grove who explained interalia that the

term pressure group defines a class of activity rather

than a species of association.~ In England, however,

where the systematic study of pressure groups has been

carried out, the concept has beeen viewed as connoting

'organized groups' possessing both formal structure and
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real far as they influenceinterest, in theso

decisions of bodies.b He identifies the grouppublic

with the element of 'real common interest,' which he

views as the building block of a pressure group.

The defined, as an organisedconcept has been

interest group, in which members share common views and

objectives.

influence

activelyThey out programmes tocarry

government officials and policies.7

Webster.s M. describes it as a minority group seeking

to influence legislation in its own interests, that is

as by propaganda or lobbying.

From these definitions, three major features

emerge clearly

First, are groups

as being characteristics of pressure

of individualsthey whogroups.

share similar interests. The members arecommon or

thus brought together by a common cause. Secondly, the

individuals make claims upon society through a variety

of techniques operate through many socialand

institutions claims. Thirdly, pressureto make such

groups are generally concerned with certain aspects of

the government's work. They do not seek formal control

of government, aim at influencing certainbut

government's decisions and policies.

Ultimately, the definitions bring out the idea

that pressure groups are a manifestation of the upshot

of the power relationships in the society. The aspect

of non-recognition of the minority rights in the
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society, stimulates these groups to demand that their

intersts be looked at by the government or other public

bodies.

referred

These pressure groups could

of political

correctly be

any state. In this connection, Richard

indespensable adjunct to

situations in

Paves"'"calls

to as barometers

it a new and our political

life' . The voluntary association for common objectives

by means of publ ic pressure upon par Iiament.' It is for

the same reason, that is, the realization that the

pressure groups measure the political status of a

state, that Schattschneider10, talking of the

Am~rican situation holds the view that, pressure groups

are the highest form of political organization of which

Americans are capable. He also views it as a 'sundry

organization, organized to resist government' or to

bring pressure upon it. These are but some of the

views denoting the fact that the existence of the

pressure group as an institution has a bearing on the

It suffices topower relations in the said government.

say that pressure as used in the concept of a

pressure group can be used to uncover the evolving of

the 'thing' meaning either the group or their

increasing institutionalized activity.

Taking a closer look at the word pressure,

suggests

methods,

achieve

the existence of a method or category

it

of

tothat may be used by a pressure group

its objectives11• We should keep in mind,
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however, that the term pressure does not necessarily

involve turning the heat on the government. Their

objectives spread over a wide spectrum of good and

.ev i l' as do the motives of mankind generally. the

view that pressure groups are "pathological" growths in

the body politics is likewise more picturesque than

accurate. We could hold that these groups develop to

fill up gaps in the political system12. Only from

this assumption, can we erase the misconception that

the term indicates a value judgement concerning those

groups which are disapproved.

To that extent, the word pressure has never been

exclusively used to refer to either a campaign or cause

group, or an occupational or professional body,

distinctions between types that many a presen t day

definitions ascribes. We should warn ourselves against

the danger of identifying the pressure group with the

method it employs nor by certain characteristics, as

these groups do not have a precise or distinct

characteristics peculiar to them alone. They may be

innocous or very harmful in real life, to the extent

society orthat they are termed

public security.

as real danger to the

These groups vary in size, wealth, power and

objectives. They may seek to pursue issues to benefit

the community as a whole1~ or have some specific
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issues to benefit of theparticular sectiona

community1.4. In most cases, governance may bebetter

the end sought.

Since these groups do not operate in a vacuum, a

question

targeted.

group activities arearise£: as to who the

that members ofIt has been observed

parliament, individually or collectively, parliament as

a whole, the government, its departments and ministries

are the major targets. With the growing complexity of

government, legislators have necessity, had toas of

delegate authority to administrative agencies to make

rules. delegatedAdministrators virtue of thisby

duty, legislators, groups

point at

become and pressure

inevitably direct their activities to the

which power to makeWhere authority

decisions is lodged, there influence will be brought to

bear. It is therefore, not unusual to find a pressure

group mounting propaganda campaign, toculculated

discredit an administrative agency and to influence its

decision.

Theoretically oftherefore, neither members

parliament nor of ascivil servants should be though

forming pressure They may influence policy,groups.

may speak for pressure group, but are to be regarded as

instruments of pressure groups, but not pressure groups

themselves. Likewise, the press, Television and Radio
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influence 'Policy' but they are to be regarded as

instruments of these groups.

One of the features that emerge from the

definition of a pressure group, is that pressure groups

are generally concerned with certain aspects of the

is thegovernments work. In actual fact, parliament

body supposed to represent the interests of the

individual. However, with the tremendous increase in

the scope of government activity in the social and

economic affairs, parliament has become virtually

inadequate in playing this role. The party as an

institution supposed to represent these interests, has

also failed due to some disadvantages in its operation

machinery. Pressure groups, then supplement the formal

apparatus of the government~o .V.O.Key ~7points out

that these pressure groups perform a representative

function by

the public

communicating the wishes of the people to

authorities. Their influence upon the

government may be so potent that they may perform

creative functions in the contrivance of proposals for

public policy. Indeed, much of the policies emerge

from deliberations and experiencies within the pressure

groups, as well as from friction, attention and

agreement among them. It is the duty of the government

to regulate the

these groups in

conflicting interests

the society1.e.

emanating from

the governmentThis

does by proposing Laws, which in substance reflect the
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effor-t of one gr-oup tr-ying to demand for the

r-ecognition or pr-otection of its inter-ests. When the

pr-oposed Law impinges upon a class of individuals, the

gr-oup will come up in defence or offence depending on

what their- common inter-est is.

Pr-actically defined, a pr-essur-e gr-oup ther-efor-e

r-ests on some shared attitudes of the members. This

attitude may or- may not be associated with a common

economic inter-est. In either- case, the basis of the

gr-oup is the shar-ed attitude and not the objective

economic inter-est, since people may have differ-ent

attitudes about the same economic concer-n. These

shar-ed attitudes, which ar-e seen as the building blocks

of the gr-oup, could also be based on beliefs,

aspir-ations,

hatr-eds.

memor-ies, pr-ejudices~ gener-osities and

The above, explains the differ-ent faces of

pressure gr-oups found in differ-ent gover-nments. These

gover-nments, depending on their- level of democr-acy will

either- tr-y to contain, r-estr-ain or- tolerate these

shar-ed attitudes. Hence pr-essure gr-oups do exist even

in dictator-ial gover-nments but they ar-e highly

circumsr-ibed. In a democr-atic gover-nment, the

gover-ning author-ities seek to dr-aw cer-tain

gr-oups into public administr-ation in or-der-

pr-essure

to ensur-e

acceptance and implementation of the Law. Some

gover-ning author-ities will tr-y and affiliate some
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pressure groups to their ruling party or parties to

ensure that the dominance of the party power is not

challenged1"P. An example is Kenya 'Maendeleo ya

Wanawake' a woman's movement as it then was, which was

affiliated with the dominant ruling party to become

'Kanu Maendeleo ya Wanawake.

On the issue of drawing groups into the ruling

party or party in power, H. Abraham observed.

"In some cases, pressure groups are
cloaked with the authority of the
state in order to carry out its
functions ....
This is particularly so incase of
Medical and Legal Bodies, ... groups
which regulate their own profession
in the name of the state and the
general welfare"20

This, therefore, depicts that pressure groups either

join the government to ensure that political power is

not abused. In this way, the government of the day is

constantly reminded of the wishes of its people and

even criticized if and when it goes ~rong or when

its policies are not desirable.

In conclusion, we could say that, pressure groups

are umbrella institutions, which come up in many

colours. Their functions and aims are directed towards

a particular institution. This is meant to listen and

act accordingly.

Pressure groups are more of an American

institutions than Kenyan. However, the 1992 wind of

change has not left Kenya intact. These institutions
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have acquir-ed a militancy and sense of pur-pose, quite

differ-ent fr-om that which used to be known befor-e.

This change has been quite dr-astic, so much linked with

the political changes, experienced in the countr-r-y

dur-ing this period, such that an examination of those

akin or-ganizations such as political par-ties and

Inter-est gr-oups is quite in or-der.

The use of the wor-d "party" or- "pr-essur-e" in

naming a gr-oup,

for- a pr-essur-e

should not mislead us. It is possible

gr-oup to outgl'"ow its pl'"essure gl'"oup

status and tr-ansfor-m itself into a political par-ty. An

illustr-ative example is the Kenyan Pl'"essul'"egl'"oup

'FORD' which ur-ged the adoption of political pluralism.

Once it achieved its goal, it convel'"ted into and

r-egister-d itself as a political par-ty :21. A par-ty on

the other- hand could just be a pr-essur-e gl'"oup in

essence

Another- differ-ence between par-tner- and

pressur-e gr-oups can be der-ived fr-om Dillons definition

of a pressul'"e gI'"OUP, namely that pr-essul'"egl'"oups seek

to influence legislation and othel'" political decisions

favoul'"able to theil'" cause without seeking fOl'"mal

contl'"ol of the govel'"nment, wher-eas polLtical pal'" es

seek to come to powel'"and carry out theil'" policies

thl'"ough constitutional or peaceful means A

pr-essur-e gl'"oup seeking the r-elease of political

pl'"isonel'"sand any other issues connected therewith or
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relevant thereto, but does not seek to capture

political power to effect overall change, is a good

illustration of this difference.

On the other hand, a party is disadvantaged in

performing the role of representing peoples interest.

This is best derived from the words of once and two

important leaders in the Kenyan government namely J.

Karimi and P. Ochieng. They referred to KANU's problems

in the following words.

"One of the central characteristic of the party
was that it was little more than an electioneering
machine, roarling like a blast furnace during an
election year, but forgotten and without steam as
soon as the new parliament was inaugurated.
Whereupon it lapsed into a deep and impurturbable
hibernation, being roused once again only by the
warmth, five years later of the next election
campaign period"24

However, the above ideas presented of the Kenyan

situation does not offer us a substantive and detailed

explanation of this disadvantage. Indeed, it is

challengable in a state with many opposition parties,

as there could be no difference from this premise,

between the party in the opposition and pressure

groups.

A better view, is that presented by V.O. Key when

he concludes,

"One difficulty of party representation of
interest is/the lack of continuity. Swings of
the electoral pendulum take parties out and in
office".2~

Therefore, pressure groups do and are able to press for

the people interest in a continous manner irrespective
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of the party in power. From the nature of their

organization, Political parties concentrate on the

broadest of problems and are mainly concerned with the

selection and promotion of candidates for election and

their organization once in parliament.=o

Moreover, there are legal requirements, for a

political party which do not have to be fulfilled by a

pressure group. These involve public support and

organizational structure. Usually, a party will loss

its legal status as a political party, therefore,

forfeiting its right to offer candidates for public

office if it receives insufficient number of signatures

on a particular election. A pressure group does not

have to meet such rigorous legal requiment in order to

organise, operate and influence government.=7

Another term, closely related to pressure groups

is an 'interest group'. Many writers have used it as a

synonym for a pressure group. However, the two differ

in the sense that interest groups are usually groups of

people pursuing a certain interest for their own good

and for the benefits of their members only.

Truman~e defines an interest group as any group
------

that on the basis of one or more shared attitudes, make

certain claims upon other groups in the society for the

establishment or enhancement of forms of behaviour.

These behaviours are implied by the shared attitudes.

He goes on to indicate that these groups afford the
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participants frames of reference for interpreting and

avaluating events and behaviours. What emerges from

this definition is a situation where one is forced to

draw a conclusion that all groups in the society are

interest groups, since they are drawn to associate, and

form groups by a common attitude.

The draw back in Truman's definition of an

interest group was removed by J.Berry.::<:"P From his

argument, the distinction between the two terms emerges

clearly. He develops the idea that a pressure group is

a group which collective good, theseeks the

will not selectively andachievement of which

materially benefit the members only, or activities of

the organization whereas an interest group endevours to

protect or claim interests for the members only. These

groups Clrt formed to promote and protect partisan

interests. This is purely true of women groups in

rural areas which are usually loose co-operatives for

economic gain.

From the above definition three major features

emerge clearly as being the distinctive features.

Firstly,

Secondly,

will differ in what they are agitating for

their target will also differ. Mainly

pressure groups make their demands upon the goverment.

Thirdly, they will differ in, who are the beneficiaries

of their activities. Indeed, many a times the

membership of the two do overlap.
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Therefore,we may conclude that it is not

practicable to draw a catalogue of pressure groups.

Some pressure groups are permanent organizations that

act as pressure groups from time to time as public

issues of their concern arise. They could also be ad-

hoc organizations, created to agitate for or against

specific proposals, which dissolve after

objectives have been achieved. These groups

their

may be

registered as societies, Limited liability companies,

non governmental organizations, or they

could

could

also

be

beaffiliates to such entities30 They

interest groups formed basically to agitate for the

welfare of their membership, but turn out to take up

the role of pressure groups as and to when need be.

There are no outstanding characteristics which can be

attributed to pressure groups alone, but once they play

a role of a pressure group, they wil Ialways strick out.

In summary, we define a prt::?sure group to be an

non-partisam organization, brought together by shared

attitudes, which exert influence upon the legislature,

the executive and other governmental agency, for the

enactment or rejection of certain legislation or for

the modification, rejection or discontinuation of a

pubIic poIicy. They develop to fill up gaps in the

political system. They perform a representative

function by communicating the wishes of the people to

the public authorities. However, they do not seek
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formal control of the government. they come up in many

colours, 'dressed' in welfare, professional, political

and religious, Forgarbs. many of them who express

concern for their fellow country men and women, and for

mankind at large, better governance is the end sought.

THE EVOLUTION OF PRESSURE GROUPS IN SOCIETY.

There is no specific literature laying down the

evolution of pressure There is only scantygroups.

work, touching on possible reasons why groups develop

in the society. It is these work which we will rely on

in this section try andto lay down the possible

evolution of pressure groups in the society.

The presence of pressure groups in the society may

be looked at from the nature of man. Man is a social

animal. In his very nature, he combines with others to

achieve his goals. If he is a small farmer, who grows

coffee or tea, he finds it necessary to join others in

order to market his Ifproduce. he is a factory

worker, he finds it necessary to join others in forming

a trade union. In politics too, individuals will

operate in James Madison, in the federalistgroups.

papers discribes this trait of men as follows;

"As long as the reason of man continues fallible
and he is at liberty to exercise it, different
opinions will be formed. As long as the
connection subsists between his reason and his
self love, his opinions and his passions will have
a reciprocal influence on each other and the
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former will be the objects to which the latter
will attach themselves. It is this diversity in
the faculties of men, from which the rights to
property originate, •.• From the protects of these
facilities of acquiring property ... the possession
of different degrees and kinds of property
immediately result. From the influence of these
on the sentiments and views of th~ prospective
proprietor, ensures a division of the society into
different interests and parties ... "3l.

The above quotation, outlines that the causes of groups

are sown in the nature of man and are manifest in the

different activities carried out in the civil society.

These groups centrally created by differentare

economic status. The groups will lay demands on the

government, for their alreadyprotection ofeither

achieved economic press forinterests or in a bid to

their realization. These in thepowers rested

individual, enhanced by his joiningand which are

others in a group are recognised under section 80 (1)

of the Kenya Constitution.32 It denotes that the

individual has a right to assemble freely with others

and to participate or belong to trade unions or other

associations for the protection of 'lis interests.

According arguments advanced by Madison,to the

the very nature of man explains the various and unequal

distribution of withinproperty found the society.

Those who hold and those who are without property have

formed distinct interests in the society, dictated by

what economic power they possess. Madison explains

that those who are creditors and those who are debtors
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fall under a like discrimination dictated by their

economic powers. He concludes that many Lesser

interests grow up of necesity in the society and divide

them into different classes actuated by different

sentiments and views.33

Therefore, on the grassroot level, economic power

is one aspect that dictates and initiates groupings in

the society. However, there are other factors within

the society which dictate the formation of small groups

within the society. We need to bear in mind that at

this stage, many of the groups are pure interest

groups. Other factors, which produce groups, bound

together by common interests other than economic power

have been described by Madison thus;

A zeal for different opinions concerning
government, as well of speculations regarding
practice and attachment to •.• persons of
other descriptions, whose fortunes have been
interesting to the human passions, have, in
turn, divided mankind into parties and groups
[Emphasis addedJ.~4

These reasons, advanced by Madison, lays a

foundation as to why groups come up within the society.

The nature of man, which leads him to form groups, also

explains why there are different attitudes within the

society. Those with similar attitudes, will naturally

join together, and when need arises, they advance to

the stage of a pressure group, since shared attitudes

are the building blocks for any pressure group; as the

above quotation implies. The attitudes could rest on
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believes, aspirations memories, prejudices,

generosities and even hatred.

In essence therefore, the formation of gr~ups in

the society, could be seen as the first step in the

rise of pressure groups. Madison theory, though not

directly adopted, seem to agree with the theory

advanced by Jerry M. Berry.3e He puts forward two;+-

theories to explain how groups come up in the society.

He calls them the "disturbance theory" and the

"exchange theory", described

respectively.

by Truman and Salisbury

The 'disturbance' theory looks at the interests

found in the society. It states that interest groups

develop in the society as society becomes complex. J.

Truman observes that this complexity is best

illustrated by the differentiation in the division of

labour. According to his theory, as technology changes

as well as changes in the economy, new skills, are

acquired and thus, there develops new

people according to their skills. The

groupings of

theory states

that people

because they

are generally stipulated to organize

undergo a disturbance that alters their

relationship with other groups or institutions. This

disturbance which Truman see as a 'force' changes the

existing equilibrium of the groups with other elements

of the society. Groups come up to try and stabilize

the relations within the environment so as to reach a
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new equilibrium. In this way, a fairly stable pattern

tends to develop in the relationship between groups and

its environment. According to this theory, at times

this relationship becomes one of flux, with bursts of

efforts, either by a particular group or by elements of

its environment to alter the position of a particular

interest in the society. Increased comprexity in the

organization thatsociety, therefore calls for private

change the social order. New political needs are

created that are met only inadequately by the older

political institutions and procedures. It is this

increased specialization which calls for governmental

intervention to control the relationships among groups.

This intervention in turn stimulates the formation of

organized groups by those who have a shared concern.

There then appears a chain of reaction, where one group

organizes to press

upon other groups.

its claims

These in

through the government

turn organizes in self

defence. This theoretically explains the group

activities within the society.

Adopting the 'disturbance' theory and interpreting

it for the purposes of this work, we would say that

after groups form within the society as madison

f describes them, they are purely interest groups.

However, needs arise within the society. In the

operation process of these

particular needs within the

groups

society,

in answer to

these groups
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develop into pressure groups. Theycould become groups

of specialist such as professional bodies, which could

take up the activities of pressure groups. It is the

increased needs in the society, which make these groups

initially formed for basic interest within the society,

develop to pressure groups, as the disturbance theory

explains.

Another theory explaining the possible source and

activities of groups in the society in the 'exchange

theory' • It stipulates that individuals enter into

interpersonal relationship because they derive some

benefit from the relationshp. According to

Salisbury.36 the 'exchange theory' resembling the

reasons given by Madison on the "zeal for different

opinions", focuses on the role of political organizer.

He says the organizer must organize the political

members who are aware of the benefits they may receive

by joining his or her organization. Salisbury develops

ideas presented by Peter B. Clark37 of organization

incentive system to explain what these benefits could

be. These are;

(a) "Material incentives,
tangible goods such as
opportunities.

under which
jobs, taxes,

he includes
and market

(b) Solitary
obtained
involved

incentive's refers to those rewards
from the socialising and friendships

in actional group interaction.

(c) Purposive incentfves are those benefits that one
receives from th~point of non-divisible goods.
It is the ideological satisfaction associated with
the organizations efforts to achieve any
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collective goods. The goods do not benefit the
members in any direct or tangible way.

This exchange theory given by Salisbury concentrates on

one aspect which may be seen to stimulate people to

form groups. That is the leadership aspect which ties

with Madison's view that people associate because they

feel "attached" to differnt leaders. The exchange

theory may be said to supplement the two theorities

explained above.

What emerges from these theories, is that in the

evolution of pressure groups in the society the first

reason is that dictated by the economic needs of man.

This is shown in the of man. As anvery nature

individual, he realises to protect histhe need

economic interest. It is in an effort to protect this

interest that he joins others in a group to achieve

more protective power, as madison tries to evaluate.

Once these small groups are formed, which we shall call

interest groups, the society changes, as we know very

well that any society is a dynamic phenomenon. New

needs come up in the society. They are stipulated by

economic, political and religious reasons toeven

mention a few. In a responsive move from these groups,

they come up to fill in the needs, hence, partly taking

up the status of pressure groups. As Truman explains

in his theory, more complex skills are needed in all

aspects of life, so we find groups forming according to
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their specialization. We have in mind professional

bodies such as the legal or medical associations.

Advance in the society, then bring in the exchange

theory. These groups then come up to defend their

interest or those interests they hold in common. At

this stage, is when we talk of the pressure group

coming up in the power relations.

In conclusion therefore, we would say that the

element of change, whether gradual or rapid affects the

evolution and continous existence of prressure groups

in the society. This change may be caused and

accelerated by serious fluctuation in the economy,

passage of laws by legislature and authoritative

decision by the administrative agents and courts

Likewise, international or domestic conflicts,

formation of adversary groups and rapid changes in

technology also fall under the category of changes

which enhance the evolution of pressure groups in the

society.
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CHAPTER TWO

2.0 THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF PRESSURE GROUPS IN KENYA

The role of groups in Kenya has changedpressure

drastically in the 1990's. There has been a mushrooming of

pressure groups which have acquired a militancy and sense of

purpose hitherto unknown. Obviously the new multi-party era

has encouraged

understand the

this development. If are tonew we

patterns and activities ofpresent trends,

these groups, a background of thesecloser look at the

movements in Kenya is quite in In this chapter,order. we

will look closely at the pressure groups which did exist in

the colonial period those which existed after ~ndependence •

and also those which exist in the 1990's. A mere glance at

the historical setting reveals that these

these

of Kenya,

institutions faces, inhave existed in different

different eras. Nevertheless, they are pressure groups as

they of thesesuit description and definitionour

institutions. economic political and socialThe different

settings of the different times, made these groups assume

the roles which they did.

An examination of groups we have todaythe pressure

makes a person looking the Kenyan history denyback into

that these institutions did exist in the history of Kenya.

This is largely because they are very different from the

groupings which existed Wein colonial periods.the

nevertheless hold were pressure groups even inthat there

the Colonial setting. holding on whatWe base our we
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- defined a pressure group to be. In essence, we said that

they consist of individuals who share common or similar

interests. are thus brought atogether byThe members

common cause. They make claims upon the Society through a

variety techniques socialand operate through manyof

institutions to such claims. Thesemake groups are

generally concerned with certain aspects of the governments

work.l., We should bear in mind that they do not seek formal

control of the government but influencing certainaim at

government decisions and policies, though, ultimately after

they achieve their objectives, they may transform themselves

so as to take up the control of the government2.

The foregoing brings out the idea that pressure groups

will and do exist in almost all kinds of governments. This

unfortunately been the in Kenya. Thehas not case

institution of a pressure group has been misconceived in the

historical one party state, thepast. When Kenya was a

courts gave the law such a restricted interpretation denying

the fact that pressure groups did exist in this country. In

one notorious case, the court stated thus;

"The court has previously held in
another case that pressure groups ... are
not known in Kenya.... It is known that
such groups are said to exist in some
countries, but this court is only
concerned with Kenya"::!l'.

It is in a bid to negate this statement, and remove

this misconception that we endevour to examine the rise and

development of pressure groups in Kenya.
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2.1 ~ THE COLONIAL SETTING

Kenya is a creature of political

This is

the economic and

forces in Europe of the century.at the turn

particularly

Pre-colonial

imperialism and colonialism4•so with British

Kenya consisted of tribal groups, which lacked

the oppressive political modern state.apparatus of the

They were generally characterised by a substantial level of

social and political participation~. However, the European

settlers who came to Kenya at the turn of the century

established themselves as though the white settlement was

being created in uninhabited land. An entirelyan new

society was established as if non had existed there before.

Indeed, immediately after they began to arrive in 1902, the

settlers formed

This Association

Bl'"iton6•

In 1906, the Br~tish government gave in to their wishes

'the Farmers and Planters Association' .

demanded the 'Ancient Liberties' of every

and intl'"oduced a legislative council. This was composed

European members.

of

five officials and three nominated By

1911 , there were so many settler pressure groups that they

were federated 'Convention of Association'7.under the

Their policies were directed towards keeping the Highlands

'I'"eserved' for thefor whites; Organising African Labour

benefit of the settlers; developing an acceptable system of

Land tenure and creating

Europeans.

a legislative council of elected
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Therefore we see that from

in5titution of pressure groups

the onset of Colonialism, the

as an informal institution of

representing peoples interest was present. Their demands, mainly

for the protection of the Europeans interests were directed

tow.rds their home government and the colonial administration.

It was clear that the white settlers were out to protect

Thesetheir interest at the expense of the other communities.

interests had to conflict. The first group which was affected by

this system were the Asians.

that one major source of

We pointed earlier in chapter one

pressure group activities is the

conflict of interests within groups. Here was a ·situation in

which a small but politically very vocal group of crude settlers

were given maximum liberty to criticise policy while the

remaining communities, that is the Africans and the Asians were

deprived of any chance even of raising their grievances. In

these circumstances, friction was bound to arise. It is

therefore not suprising that in the period upto 1923 the Indians

came forward to cha 11enge both the Kenyan settlers and the

colonial government for equal opportunitiesB•

On their part, however, Africans began to view both Indians

nd the Europeans as dangerous and permanent enemies. They did

not participate fully. They watched the dialogue between these

two alien races with keen interest but from the sidelines.

We indicated that one of the stimulating factor which make

p ople organise, is the introduction of a Law which forces the

p ople to whom this Law appl ies to organise ei ther in defence or

in offence. The Africans were not spared of this agony. Indeed,
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by -1915, they were already becoming restless.

concern over the ever mounting taxes imposed

They expressed

on them by the

colonial government. They hated the 'Kipande' pass system which

th labour commission had recommended to curb desertion. One

K nyan ethnic group, the Kikuyu, complained bitterly about the

L nd and Forest Lands and the continued Land alienation. The

Luos, another ethnic tribe, were equally alarmed when Land

lienation started at Miwani and Muhoroni'9. In general, all

Africans in the protectorate complained about Labour Laws,

mounting taxation and the ferocity and corruption of colonial

African chiefs. Often, it was the missionaries who stood up for

the rights of the Africans when they appeared to be treated

unjustly; for they had grown to know and unders tand them10•

Colonial Logic demanded that the indegenous culture and

oeial patterns which hindered the creation of Labour be done

way with. To do this they relied on force, Coercion and

r pressive Laws, Africans had to be excluded from participating

in their government, because permitting any meaningful popular

p rticipation would have threatened their very surviva111•

The above state of affairs could not go on for a longtime.

After the Africans participated in

equired a very helpful experience.

the first world war. They

This opened their eyes to

the realization that part of the Europeans success in dominating

was due to the laters politcal organization into

Associations12• Coupled with the above realization was the

bitterness haboured by many soldiers and Poters who had been

luckly to have returned from the first world war alive. They
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complained about the hardship they had been subjected and also

about their unpaid wages.

Another major source of bitterness for the Africans after

the first world war was the decision in 1921, to adopt a new

currency [the shilling based on sterling] owing to the

fluctuating value of the Indian Rupee. On 7th February the then

Kenyan colonial government decreed that Indian Rupee was no

longer valid. Both Labourers and ex-service men had been paid in

this money only days before. Yet they were given no warning of

the change nor any subsequent compensation~3.

The existence of the colonial laws and the oppression they

imposed on the Africans agitated in the mind of the Africans a

feeling of hatred towards the colonists. This was the basis of

their shared attitudes, which is the building block of pressure

groups. -These attitudes have to be directed towards some social

institutions which in many cases is the governing machinery.

Since pressure groups are concerned with certain aspects of the

governments work, a look at the colonial government is essential

at this point.

Although the governing machinery of the colonial state

Kenya, passed through various forms of organization until the

very threshold of independence, to the Africans, it remained an

alien totalitanian state~4. At the apex was a dictatorial

governor. Hurley Elspeth has decribed the state thus;

"The state was supreme, and its servants like
the communist party were absolute dictators
of the countries economic life ..•. Laws were
made and amended by single proclamation of
the dictator and behind him the secretary of
state without even the form of previous
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consultation with any of the people who had
to obey them. Justice was dispensed la~gely
by office~s of the executive. All taxation
was imposed without ~ep~esentation. The
p~ivate citizen had no say at all in any of
the matte~s that affected him. He could only
shout in the hope that if he did so loundly
enough, someone would hea~ and pay
attention"l.~.

The fo~egoing depicts a dictato~ial type of gove~nment whe~e

the Eu~opean settle~s we~e pe~mitted to pa~ticipate in the

gove~nment, but the Af~icans continued to be opp~essed unde~ this

regime.

Below the Gove~no~, the~e we~e the B~itish p~ovincial

commissione~s, B~itish Dist~ict Commissione~s and B~itish

District Office~, whose middle-class t~adition and sense of

rAcial supe~io~ity la~gely kept them out of touch with Af~icans.

They could occassionaly go to meet the Af~icans in Public

meetings o~ganised by the chiefs:l.b• Even these chiefs we~e

conferred wi th dictatorial power s , The exe~cise of these powe~s

WAS butt~essed by a milita~ised 'police' fo~ce and ~ationalised

by civiI ser'van ts j udges:l."7• No mechanism whatsoeve~ fo~

political pe rt i ci pa t i on by the Af~icans was p ro v i ded .

Judging f~om the colonial gove~nment setting, gove~nance was

neither with the consent of the gove~ned no~ with the initiative

of the gove~ned. This mechanism, left out so many gaps which

c lied for ~eaction from the affected people. The new

which in essence dismantled the old order,

v ntually called for counter organization, in a bid to protect

h inte~ests of those who had been left out. P~essure was

imposed on the Africans by the administration in order to wo~k on
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the ~white settlers farms. This policy of economic dominance was

designed for the interests of settlers and was complemented by

their dominant role in the government. Pressure begets pressure,

and indeed, it was not suprising that Africans political and

economic oppressions, manifest in their grievances had to find an

out1et.

Pressure groups are a manifestation of power relationship in

the society. The colonial repressive Laws, and their form of

administration, coupled with the experience the Africans got from

the first world war, moulded the Africans to form Associations

based on the European 'Convention of Associations'.

Common economic interests,

first association was formed.

were the basis upon which the

In order to prevent Kikuyu Land

from being taken over by the settlers a group of chiefs headmen

nd workers formed the Kikuyu Association in 1920. among the

membership of this Association, were the then colonial chiefs,

Koinange wa Mbiu, Josiah Njonjo, Kinyanjui wa Gathirimu and

other christian converts.

Cannon Leaky1e.

With the encouragement and support of

Their first objective was discussing the question of

Christian representation on the 'Kiamas' (Chief's Council) that

ttled Land cases in the districts. They aimed at improving

This washeir material conditions within the colonial set up.

hrough a peti tion, a polite request to the governor. They

p titioned him to convert title deeds on native Lands owners as

had done wi th the European Land owners1~.

Formation of this group pressing for the recognition of
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heir demands opened the eyes of the young urban population.

Th y too had their own interests and soon they developed a sense

of oneness, jDined together by thei r grevances they had against

h colonial administration. The young people wer~ embittered by

h introduction of the 'Ki pande' pass Laws and the cut of their

This was after the post Armistice commodity boomZQ.

collapse of this boom, after the first world war forced the

colonial administra tion to cut the Af r ican wages by one thi rd to

se the situation. This was contained in a circular issued by

he colonial government after being pressurised by the then

"Thika Farmers Associ a tion be long ing to the whi te set t 1ersZ1 .

This necessitated the emergence of the young Kikuyu

A sociation 1ed by a young elite Harry Thuku. A week later this

young Kikuyu Association (Y. K. A) changed its name to East Africa

A ociationn (E.A.A) . The organization attracted an urban

mbership drawn from various East African Communities residing

n Nairobi including Indians. The organization held several

etings in Nai robi whi ch opposed Inter alia the reduction of

;es, increases in tax, the 'Ki pande' (pass) system and demanded

he right to elected political leadership22.

What emerges from the foregoing order of events, is that

con11icting interests wi thin the society are major contribute

ctors for groups in the society. This generate groups bound

0; ther for protection of tt,eir interests. The formation of the

st African Association was a reaction of the conflicting

nt rests between the African urban population and the interests

of the' Thika Farmers Association' as they then were.
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The Africans were becoming politically aware of their

rights. A gap had already developed created by the settlers

dominiince in all the political economic fields, leaving out the

Africans.

n tives

It would have been very difficult to pursuade the

to entrust important deliberations to selected

Indeed a

urged the

r presentatives who did not share in their attitudes.

issionary in central province, Reverend H.D Hopper

governmen t to a 11ow Kikuyus to form local association;;::~.

Th.se were

nterests.

Between 1920 and

essentially supposed to represent the African

1940 the colonial government tolerated

h.se groups but they were largely ethnic 'welfare' associations

d ling with specific localised issues within the then framework

of colonial rule. East Africa Association had been proscribed in

922 for having contravened the rules under which it had been

er iited. This was by engang ing in po 1i ti ca 1 ma tters.

The trend of events favoured the grouping of individuals

nto groups to demand for attention the proscription of 'Thukus~

A sociation led to the formation of the Kikuyu Central

A sociation::::4• The group was formed with the approval of the

ljIovernment. It petitioned the governor to appoint a Kikuyu

coffee,p riimount chief, Permission for Africans to grow

publication of Laws in Kikuyu and for the release of Harry Thuku.

This organization

organizatjons were

provided an umbrella, under which other

formed. Though generally speaking they were

Ifare interest groups in the outlook, the need to demand for

ch nge transformed these associations into strong pressure
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groups.

Unde~ these g~oups saw the fo~mation of g~oups such as the

Young Kavi rcrvdo Association, a q rou p pa~ticula~ly conce~ned with

the abuse of Af~ican Labou~2:'. Othe~ Welfa~e Associations

included the native Catholic Union, Kikuyu P~ovincial

Association, me~u bette~ clubl Me~u Teachers Union, and

ills Association~O.

~roups change fr orn

It suffices to say that what made

Taita

these

thei~ 'Welfare' status to st~ong g~oups

d m.nding change in the status quo was the nature under which the

r pressive colonial Laws were administe~ed and the way the

colonial set t lers policy affected them. A change was inevitable,

nd forming q rou ps was one sure way of effecting this change.

A good example of this change of a g~oup from an interest

lhre' g~oup to one agitating for p~otection of broade~

n rests was the Ukamba Members Association. 20 (a) This was a

roup formed to resist

olonial gove~nment.

the unpopular destocking campaign by the

There we~e plans by the colonial

0" rnmment to establish a commercial beef export industry at

have been thehi Rive~. The sou rce of the raw materials would

onfiscation of the Wakamba cattle. This threat, to the economic

n rests of the Wakamba made their association to come up

rongly in opposition to the colonial policy. They organised an

nprecedented Ma~ch of three thousand Wakamba under the

dership of Muindi Mbingu. They marched to Nairobi

h return of thei r cattle f~om the governor. They

to demand

had even

r d a Lawye~ (the late Chief Justice Madan) to d ra f t; peti tions

nd telegrams to the colonial office and the British media27•
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~ After the second world war, the colonial government changed

its tacti cs. In order to understand the trend of events; a look

at the colonial economic and political status is inevitable. The

European settlers, though they did not achieve the full control

of goverment, their demands were mostly heeded. Government

policies on land labour and distribution of services favoured the

Europeans at the expense of the African majority.~B Thus the

presence of Eur-opeans cr-eated acute social and econommc

grievances which led Afr-icans as early as 1920, to demand a share

method of removing some if

This, to

all these

of political power, as we saw earlier- in this chapter.

them, was a sure not

grievances. Only with this fact in mind can we understand

events which followed. They were demanding change in

the

the

political circles. Their grievances were actuated by the harsh

land policies which greatly undermined the African economic

interests. They were held together- by the shared attitude of

wanting to redress their grievances.

Events took a different tur-n after the world war- II. Most

of the African groups joined to for-m the nationalist movement.

Tom Mboya describes the movement to mean, the mobilization of all

available groups of people in a single struggle. It is

within this movement that most pressure groups were drawn, though

viewed from the outside, it took up the look of a political

struggle , Their demands were geared towards the colonial

government to 1isten to their grievances and change to protect

the interests of the Africans. We should point out that, the

different interests, partly historical, relating to the uneven
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political development of the different peoples in Kenya, made

this nationalist movement to be fragmented.

The colonial governrT'S'nt sought to co-opt and canalise

African political participation into official channels through

local native tr i buna 1sand throug h token symbolic nomination of

~n African Mr. Eliud Mathu in 1944, into the Legislative Council.

On the adv ice of the governor, a pan-tribal committee of the

thirty three educa ted Af r ican Members named Kenya African Study

Union (KASU) was formed. This was a colony wide African body

with which the one African member would consult. This was in an

effort to channel the emergent voice of African nationalism

towards the support of the colonial administration30•

Initially, the aim and obj ecti ves of the organization were; to

unite the Africans towards an African nation and to foster social

economic and po 1it i c a I

long before the radi ca I

interests of the Africans. It was not

members of the organization dropped the

word .Study' in their name to become KAU. They asked each other

'What are we to study about our grievances·31..

From the foregoing, what emerges is that the African

grevances were the basis on which the nationalist movement was

founded. They were concerned with the governments work to that

extent. The activities of Kenya African Union (K.A.U) soon went

overboard the Limi ts under which the colonial government had

intended. This culmina~ed in its proscription in 1953.32

We saw in chapter one that pressure groups come up to fill

up the gaps in the representation system. The Proscription of

this group left a vacuum, which had to be filled. The political
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social and economi c demands of the Africans had to be

represented. This role was taken up by young trade unions.

because thereEvery problE~ became a workers problem primarily

was no other group capab 1e of shou 1der ing the burden.33 The

K.nya Federation of Registered Trade Unions in particular took up

the battle. Its leaders questioned the government about the

conduct of the emergency, the conditions in the detention camps,

the injus ti ces of the screening methods and the social

implication of the large scale arrests that took place. The late

Tom Mboya emerged as the dominant personality in this field.34

At this juncture in history, group activities were very

dull. It is not easy to pinpoint at a particular pressure group

save the national ist movement. The role of pressure groups and

in particular the nationa 1ist movement was taken up by the trade

unions. Hence turning them to strong pressure groups. Other

trade unions included Fred Kubais Kenya African Road Transport

and Mechanics Union, Bildad Kaggias clerks and commercial

worker's union, Chege Ki bachias African Workers Federation and

Makhan Singhs East Africa Trade Union Congress. These groups all

eschewed the traditional distinctions between labour and politics

and became powerfu 1 vehicles for political articulation and

mobilization especially in the urban areas.3~

Other remarkable groups at this time were those formed by

the ex-servicemen. The soldiers had travelled widely and had

~een the Europeans weaknesses. Some like Bildad Kaggia had found

acceptance abroad and cou 1d no longer accept the belief that a

European was better than an African. The growth of the general
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feehng helped to br-ing about the for-mation of or-ganizations

such as the '40 group which was widely made up of ex-sarvicemen.

They opposed the tren ch and road digging which was going on at

that time. They began a campaign to liberate the masses of their

fears of the white man3b reflect in Kaggias words, thus

"People need to be told that Africans were
equal to whites and that given the education
and apportunity, were capable of doing
everything that the European did."37

All these groups were pressurising the colonial government

for politica 1 charge, tha t is to afford the Africans, a channel

to redress their grievances.

Thus political development therefore credits the argument

that the presence of pressure groups, and their activities in the

society is a manifestation of upshots of power relations "in that

society". This logical view was also advanced by the then

secretary of s ta te for colonies Mr. Oliver Littelton when he

visited Kenya in 1954. He told the Europeans thus;

"Sixty Europeans cannot expect to hold all political
power and to exclude Africans from the legislature and
the government." The end of that would be to build
pressure which will built into rebellion and
bloodshed" .3·S

This pressure mounted over the years, the P.fricans were

being oppr-essed economically and even politically. Hence their

decision to engage in the 'Maumau' revo 1t. 'Maumau' was a child

of the economi c and social problems which had accumulated over

the years and which had not found any solution through

constitutiona 1 channe 1S. 3 •• Their shared attitude was based on

the hatred they had towards the whole economic set up';
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~ We should bear in mind that a pressure group may transform

itself into a political party. Once its objectives are achieved.

During the struglZle for freedom. 'Maumau' as a group

the purview of a pressure group since its aim was

fell under

to achieve

freedom. The leaders of the former group Kenya African Union

were also in the front line. The

to

reasons why the nationalist

movement took this turn violence, has remained a

controversia I issue.

confusions ei ther,

We do not wish to endevour to remove these

as this falls outside our concern. It

suffices to say therefore that though the movement was defeated

by the capture of their leader Dedan Kimathi in 1957, the

activities of the 'Maumau' boosted the nationalist movement steps

ahead. The activities

rapid constitutional

of the 'Maumau' hastened the granting of

changes and reforms by the British

TheseGovernment in the administration of the Kenyan Colony.

changes improved the welfare of the Africans within the Kenyan

co~ny. The colour-bar began to disappear, racial discrimination

in the civil services was ruled out by the Lidbury Report in

1955, wages improved and in many other ways, Africans were given

fuller recognition.

in the first six

The Littelton constitution in 1954, brought

African elected members of the legislative

counci1sand the LennoxBoyd Plan in 1957 increased them to

fourteen. There was also the Royal Commission on Land in East

Africa of 195..5to 1955 and the Swynnerton Plan which followed to

accellerate the development of African agriculture.4o

Through the claims of the nationalist movements were being

effected, they were not being done so in full. All significant
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turn) in the nationalist41 movement came in with the march 1957

.lections. The newly elected Africans on the legislative Council

included Mboya, Ronald Ngala and Odinga, personalities who had

led the nationalist movement for a long time. Since the struggle

for representation into the counci I had been rejected way back in

the 1920s, Africans agitation for change had been conducted

outside the legislative council all through. But with the 1957

elections, the new African nationalist leadership was placed

within the council. These young nationalists got a chan~ of

being ab1e to lobby for the Africans interest on a better

platform than before. This was put forward by Odinga in these

words..

"We had gone into the legislative council
with a clear set of aims. These were to make
the council a platform from which settlers
and government of Kenya and Britain could
hear African opinion Above all we could
use the legislative council as a National
Platform to build national unity."4:=

These assets were very helpful because they aided the next move

in the nationalist movement.

It should be clear in our minds that pressure groups do get

interwoven in the governing machinery. Afterall they are

c:onernedw i th certain aspects of the governments work. These

elec:tedAfricans formed the elected member organisation. This

organization was better placed to put forward the demands for the

Africans, Moreover, they got a platform on which to educate

people on better ways of achieving national unity. They late

I1boyaput it more clearly thus;
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"we knew we would not win the vote, but we
wanted to use the legislative council as a
platform"43

Indeed they did use it as a platform not only to attack the

colonial executive but also to publicise the griev9fances and

fears of the Africans. African opinion was and could only be

advanced through this group of the Elected Members Organization.

It isdur ing this period that the African members pressed the

government hard to enact political reform.

The first major fruits of this movement, which we have been

considering as a pressure group, came in with the holding of the

Kenyan constitutional conference, which took place in Lancaster

house in ear Iy 1960. The Conference according to Mboya brought

the declaration which the nationalist movement had been seeking

that Kenya was to be an African country.44 The ban on creating

national wide organizations was lifted which led to the creation

of thefirst party. The aims and objectives of the nationalist

movement having been achieved, those who were steering it,

transformed to form a political party, a transformation which

does not concern us here.

Unfortunately the interests of the new African communities

had to be clearly defined with the first goal achieved, the

interests of the individual Africans started to conflict. They

changed in ou t look.

We need to remember that people tend to group up depending

on the economi c in teres t, whi ch they hold in the community. As

the white highlands' were opened up to Africans, the question of

who should own and settle in the Rift Valley areas, caused a
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division. The interest in

b.tween the Kikuyus and

land was the major dividing factor

futureKalenjins. Fearsthe about

.conomic positions were the source of grouping among the coastal

p ople. The land ownership conflict mainly between theas

Africans and the Arabs4:'>

Moreover coast people developed fear of economica

domination by the .up coun try' those who formed the bulk of the

coastal labour force. Fears of this kind, created something of a

community of interests among the Kalenjins and the coastal people

•s against

.1ignment of

larger dominant groups46 . Thisthe ethenic

the tribal and economic interest was probably the

between thelingle most important factor leading to the division

par t ies after independance, but we shall leave this discussion

out because it is not impor tan t for our purposes;

What emerges

blacketed under

from this section is that the group activities

the nationalist movement, the majorwere

ac t ivi t ies of what fell under the purview of pressure groups of

the colonial time. The Africans realised that their grievances

created by the presence of colonial government and the white

settlers could only be redressed by getting a share in the power

relationship , domina ted by the Europeans. This realization

forced themany pu 11 together, whose effortstogroups up

culminated in the achievemen t of independen ce. Thei r demands and

claims were rea 1ized this The ofin interest, theway.

had to but theirindividual in the new, state, be protected,

goals changed. from this premise that we look at theIt is

history of pressure groups in the independent set ting.
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PRESSURE GROUPS. I NDEPENDENCE AND AFTER

On' acquiring its independence status, Kenya was faced with

the big task of nation-bui lding. A:nidst these tasks, were

demands by the set tIers, that the new government shou 1d provide

constitutional protection of their interests. They demanded that

the new constitution provide for a judicial protection of human

rights. Their fears were manifest in the influence they had on

the legislative counci 1. This has been expressed by Odinga as

follows;

" when the set tIers groups cou 1d no longer protect
their interests in the name of the white parties from
the bench of the legislature, they switched to lobby
causus and back room activity and then used African
political movements
to protect settlers interest .•.. "47

These words support the fact that pressure groups will liase with

~ party which holds their interest at heart, inorder to ensure

that they are protected.~------
The same influence was also exerted by the National Council

of the churches of Kenya (N.C.C.K) which even sent a memorandum

to the Lancaster house conference requesting fundamental rights

including freedom of worship to be provided for in the new

constitution. 46

However, the development of pressure groups does not have

much history in the per iod immed ia te 1y af ter independen ce. There

was a young governmen t in power. The shared attitudes and

common interests that used to hold people together during the

colonica1 period had to change. This included a change in the

~ctivities of these groups which had spear-headed the nationalist

movement. The roles of the groups had also to change to reflect
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the needs of the young state. They we~e to wo~k togethe~ to

boost and build the new state. Unity was to be jealously gua~ded

in order to bui ld the new nation. Those g~oups which p~essed on

to the attainment of independence had to suppo~t the new state.

This new at t i tude was ex p res.sed by the late Mboya. He w~ote of

trade unions thus;

"we welcome its continued co+o pe ra t i ori in the .i n s p i rLn q
task of nation-building which now faces us
Attitudes that we~e app~op~iate when we we~e fighting
fo~ independence have to be ~evised The gua~antees
fo~ the p~ese~vation of the ~ights of t~ade union lie
in thei~ recognition of the responsible role they have
to p lay in bui Iding a prosperous Kenya" 49

WhOlt emerges from the quotation is that the recognition of the

interests of the different groups in the society depended on

whether they sup po rt ed the gove~nment. Everything had to be

geOlred tcwar ds nation-building, hence the high degree of

corporation. These groups had to be within the government, the

reOlson why there were no pressure groups pressing hard for the

rRcognibon of their interest. Any group holding a different

view, or which p ressed for something outside the mainstream of

the immediate concern was seen as a nuisance.

Ghai Y.P~O referring to the state of Lawye~s at the time

xpressed the above view. He saw the role of Lawye~s, acting as

pressure group only as a f u tu re concern. He w~ote thus;

(SIC)"... Lawyers may be req a rde d as a
potential pressu~e group for Libe~al
democ~acy. In a society which the values
have not in the past had a fi~m hold, and one
in a constant pressu~e in p~actice and in
discussion."~.l.
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This depicts a state very delicate and in the formation state,

hence, the Lawyers cou 1d not as of the time, cha 11enge con cepts,

which had not even acquired a strong foundation.

The immediate needs were also seen and given recognition

within the women groups 'Maendeleo ya Wanawake' a women's

organization which had started as a white womans club, back in

1950, committed to socialization as well as the goals of

improving the women's families health and welfare changed~:::!!.

After independen ce midd lee lass women were incorporated into the

organization to ensure they were trained for leadership roles. A

necessity for the new state.

One of the roles of pressure groups is to criticize the

government, and to make

needs of its people.

sure that it is kept on its toes to the

Since there were no concrete pressure

groups outside the government to perform this role, the

government had to do wi th

liigislature, a tactic the

the hand-hitting attacks from the

Elected Members Organization had

offered to the colonial government.

Between 1963 and 1965 there were no outstanding pressure

groups. There was need to remind the government of its duties,

'K~nus' backbenchers became vigorous critics of certain of their

own governmen t po 1 i c i es . They challenged these policies as

diipartures from the policy on which they had been elected. Their

Activi ties brought them under the category of a pressure group,

brought together by thei r shared at t i tudes. Their attitude based

on the frustration caused by the cabinet's domination over the

pArliament, caused the formation of a strong group, to critisize
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the .gorvenment on some of its policies which did not seem to

.uger well '-.Iith the ex pected norms of the time. The issue was

xpressed by one of the then backbenchers, Mr. Maisori Itumbo

when he said thus;

"It is time we were told whether this is a dictatorial type
of government, or are we also having a share in forming the
government of this country". ~3

This group, composed of some backbenchers and members of the

then opposition party K.A.D,U., performed the role of a pressure

group. There was a need to criticize the government, and since

the opposition had failed to do so, this group filled this gap.

They insisted that they did not want to moderate its actions.

They sought to use the pivotal position in the party House to

influence the execu ti ve to adopt the policies that they regarded

.5 closer to the national interests. This emerges clearly from

the words of Mr. Wariithi, the then Chairman of the group in

1964, when he said;

"The backbenchers group has no grudge
against our prime minister. This group
supports our prime minister and his
government .... But the backbenchers ... take a
different line from that taken by the
ministers. They may vote against the
government. We have an opposition which can
never hope to win a motion unless the
backbenchers support them; and this should
not be under ra ted . My group, knowing thi s
has to be a kind of a watchdog or a pressure
group to our government.~4

This pressure group, though it did challenge the government

nd kept it on its toes, it was disbanded just after a few

months.

After the disbanding of the above group, there was still

n ed to represen t the people on a more elaborate scale. We
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pointed out ear 1ier that pressure groups rise in answer to

certain needs in the society concerning the government.~e This

need was taken up by the chur ch wr i ch p r o v ided some co-ord ina tion

for nationa 1 unity.~O The (N.C.C.K.) National Council of the

Churches of Kenya, though a religious body, did perform the role

of a pressure group, filling in the gap in the political

representation. In 1974, the N.C.C.K. strongly opposed the

proposal to have the constitution changed to bar the then Vice-

President (Arap Moi) from assuming the presidency in the event it

was vacated by the then incumbent president. The group was

concerned w.ith the welfare of the fellow countrymen and women.

It played a very vital role in organising of several

consultations throughout the country to make people understand

the consti tution and to prepare them to honour and respect the

Kenyan consti tution. The N.C.C.K. felt that the "Change the

consti tution group was going to confuse" the people.~7 We have

.lready seen that pr e s s.u r e groups wi thin

together wi th the goverment. The Kenyan

most governments, work

government went beyond

more co-operation to drawing these groups into the r u I ing party,

• tactic employed to evade any form of opposi tion from any group.

Indeed, in 1965, all the trade unions were brought together to

create an umbrella union the Central Organization of Trade Unions

(COTU). ~e In the 1980' s these groups were affiliated into the

ru1ing par ty Kanu, groups, which for a long time had an

independent status. This was the case with "Maendeleo ya

.nawake" whi ch became 'Kanu Maende I eo ya Wanawake'.
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The g~oups, which by then were strong interest groups and

would have become pr e s s.u r e groups for political change given the

th.nce, we~e banned and ceased to exist. These included among

othe~s, the Kenya Coffee Growers Association which was proscribed

in Ma~ch 1989, the Matatu Vehicle Owners Association (M.V.O.A.)

which was also pr os c r Lb e d in 1988 after a series of confrontation

ith the gove~nmen t. The same fate befell the Students

Organization of Na i r o b i University (SONU) which was proscribed in

1987, following a major students riot.~9These are but some of

the groups which existed at a national Level and which given the

thance, would. have been very strong pressure groups for agi tating

nd influencing policies affecting them. This would have gone a

long way to ensure that

t.te.

their interests are protected by the

2.3 Pressu~e groups in the 1990' s

Du~ing the 1990's, Kenya has seen a turn in the historical

development of pr e s s u r e groups. A mere glance at the society

reveals an upsurge of pressure groups in all spheres of life.

Obviously, this changed state of things is an indication that the

ociety is moving towards a more elebo~ate kind of democracy.

The fette~s that prevented these groups from existing openly have

been reI axed if not removed altogether. The social needs of

he Kenyan communi ty have changed with the ushering in of the

multi-pa~ty era. This has brought in new matters which the

ociety needs to be educated on.
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- The change, as it really is, has not been achieved without

struggle. Groups in the Kenyan society have played a major role

in pressurising the government to institute change and political

raform, which in essence was the major block into the existence

of pressure groups in Kenya.

Among the groups, was a group of lawyers who

the rule of

acted

law.

as

pressure group for consti tutiona 1ism and The

Lawyers expressed their views in the radical Nairobi Law Monthly.

They wanted a legal basis for this change, but this could not be

acheived with the then section 2(A) of the constitution being in

existence.o,:> The Lawyers throug h the Editor of the Nairobi Law

Monthly Mr. Gitobu Imanyara, instituted a suit demanding the

scrapping of Section 2A. This bold challenge to the constitution

set the ball rolling culminating in the scrapping of the said

s£lction in December 1991.°.1. There were other activists in the

at thetruggle for change, but for our purposes, we will look

development of

became eminent.

One major actor in the

pressure groups as from the time that change

heated debate for

party was a group led by an eldery Kenyan

change to multi-

politician Oginga

Odinga.02In his struggle for change, he formed the (FORD) Forum

for Restoration of Democracy pressure group. The groups main

objective was to demand for change and reforms through a

p£laceful,constitutional and lawful process. The efforts of this

group were rewarded wi th the scrapping of Section 2A of the

constitution. This provided a legal basis for challenging the
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'KAN,u'monolith. Eventually, the group transformed itself into a

political party which we shall not deal wi th here.

With Kenya, going Multi-party, came the reawakening of the

political awareness in the country. New gates were opened for

more parties. New Laws had to be set for election, in a multi-

There was need to educate the masses on their role

in the new forthcoming elections. The different groups in the

society needed to be educated on their role and the need to have

their rights and interests protected in the many parties

constitutions. Hence, the need to have pressure groups to

agitate for the different group interests in the new multi-party

We should keep in mind that pressure groups are a

manifestation of power relations in the community. The new role

of pressure groups in a state faced with the task of boosting

dvmocracy, included making sure that the government or the

parties in power do not abuse thei r powers. To do this pressure

groups norma 11y critiLize the government or support it in the

formation and implimentation of its policies.63 They make sure

hat the government is constantly reminded of it's role in

r presenting and

1992 po1itica 1

taking care of the citizen's interests. The

changes saw a new dimension in people's

p rticipation in the democratization process.

by pressure groups.

In the above role, the womens movement has produced some of

The heed was taken

strongest pressure groups. These groups, though they existed

fore as interest groups, changed their role and are now
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pressurizing for the recognition of the womens rights and

pArticipation in government. They are not seeking to have a

formal control of the government, but they are seeking to

influence government policy and Legislation to promote their

interests.C!>4. The ushering in of multi-party democracy made

Kenyan women discover that the best way in which they can lobby

for their interests is by participating in politics and in the

democratization procss.

hAve had an upper hand

In this process, women pressure groups

as we shall see in chapter three. The

trongest actors in this field have been the National council of

womenof Kenya (N.C.W.K.) a womens group founded in 1964. Its

mAjor objective at the time was to be a voluntary co- ordinating

body of womens organizations in Kenya.o:> This has changed with

the new pol i ti ca I changes; mak ing thi s body to play an importan t

role in the womens movemen t as a pressure group.

Other women groups, forming the women's movement are the

NAt:iona1 Comi t tee on the s ta tus of women, League of Kenyan women

voter s and Mothers in Action. The movement also

groups such as Af r i can Women's Development and

has recruited

Communication

network (Femnet) Kenya Chapter, International federation of women

LAwyers (FIDA), Kenyan Chapter and the professional and Business

Women Assoc i a t i on. These groups, sheltered under the womens

movement to pressure for their common cause, that is to ensure

protection and recognition of their rights by the governmentoo.

We should point out that, most of these groups have existed

in the Kenyan history, but only as interest groups pursuing

different interests, but basically seeking to promote womens
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Welf~re in Kenya. With thei~ union to fo~m the Womens movement

during the mul ti-pa~ty e~a, they have eme~ged as a st~ong

pressure group in the democ~atization pr o ce s a ,

A group which needs special mention is the Release Political

prisoners (R. P. P) P~essu~e q r ou p , This g~oup came into existance

through the ini tiative of mo t he r-s of political p~isoners·. They

felt that, those people who had been ar~ested detained or

imprisoned due to

enjoy the frui ts

their political stands should be let out to

of their struggle in the multi-party

Theil" major obj ecti ve was to pressur i se the . KANU' govern men t to

release these peop le , Though not all political prisone~s have

been released at the time of w~iting this work, the efforts of

this pressure g roup opened the eyes of the state managers to

crutinise the condi tions of these prisoners and the p~isons in

general, an issue they could not have thought of were it not for

this pressure group. The group was able to concentrate on the

issue of political prisone~s alone, an issue which the many

political parties which

themse1yes tobS.

came up in 1992 did not address

The political changes and reforms called

of groups representing the interests of the

fo~ the formation

different interest

groups in the governing machinery.

.tiona 1 I terpar ty youth Congress

Among these

( N • I • Y • C ) b ••

groups was the

This was a

pressure group whose maj o~ obj ecti ve was to Lobby for the ~ig hts

of the Youth irrespective of thei~ political affiliations. The

'Alliance for New Approach to Democracy' was anothe~ pressure

group which came up in If aimed at educating
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Kenyans on aline of democracy based on the Switzerland Model.

The 'Common Mans Union71..' was yet another pressure group whose

aims were and sti 11 are geared towards reminding the political

p~rties that in a healthy democratic state, issues affecting the

b~sic: human needs are paramount.

The rising trend of pressure groups in the multi-party era

h~s opened the eyes of the state managers to the costly blunders

they made by restricting freedom of association and expression.

The same governmen t, whi ch disbanded some of the interest groups

hn silently been supporting their revival. This 1S perhaps in a

bid to win symphathy from their fraternity. Though the~e groups

were purely interest groups they harboured traces of turning into

strong pressure g rou ps if need arose. To the government they

presented powerfu 1 pockets of opposition which could precipitate

countrywide prob 1ems, an excuse the government often gave to

curtail the existence of strong pressure groups. Among the

groups whi ch were proscribed included the matatu owners

Assoc:iation (M.V.D.A) and the Kenya Coffee Growers Association.

The two association championed opposition to undesirable

government schemes in the 1980' s 7= .

The year 1992, saw the revival of the two bodies though with

new names whi ch we sha 11 not dea 1 wi th here. The same government

has even encouraged the formation of pressure groups. A good , ',YJ.-Y"
umple was the 'Youth for KANU 92'. It is aimed at V,v':~jp

popularising Kanu to he 1pit win a 1ands 1ide victory in the nex t y

lec:tions du r' ing the multi-party The success of these
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bodi-es to agi tate for the protection and achievement of their

ims can only be appreciated with time.
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CHAPTER THREE

o PRESSURE GROUPS AND THE LAW. THEIR ROLE AS WATCHDOGS OF

~ITICAL ORDER IN A CIVIL SOCIETY

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION

P~io~ to the adoption of a multi-party system in Kenya,

seve~al press.ure groups were f o rrne d . They came up in

diffe~ent colours, professional,in welfare,"dressed"

po1itica1 and reI ig i0us gar bs . Most of them expressed

conce~n for thei r fe 11ow coun try men and women, and for

mankind at la~ge. 1The basis of their concern was that the

one pa~ty system was undemocratic and oppressive, and that

adoption of a pluralistic gove~nment would eventually remove

this opp~essive scenario and enhance the democratization

p~ocess. This would enable the government to embrace wider

tenets of liberal democracy. democracy by its ve~yIndeed,

p~emise method effectiveshould provide some of

represen tat i on for all groups, small orno matter how

unpopular. This then, would make it less necessary for them

to engage in demostrations or violence to get attention,

forms of political access which are much less convinient to

the general citizenry.2

The groups which steered Kenya into multi-party did not

have fromsolid but they rangedcharacteristics,

professiona 1 organizations.to ad-hoc politicalbodies

However, they fall under our definition of a pressure group

as we shall see here below.
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These groups included, the National Democratic Party of

Kenya (thereinafter referred to as N.D.P). In actual sense,

the group did not even bear the name a pre:sure group, but

fr-omits manifesto, we get the idea that it was a strong

pr-essure group wi th a political The majorinclination.3

objective, which was to compaign for the repeal of the then

section 2A of the constitution, after which they would

tr-ansform into a political party explains the foregoing.

Although their objectives,they did

that

not achieve their

forum for restorationis of democracysuccessor

(hereinafter referred to FORD) , did achieve thisas

objective 4

The Law Society of basically a professionalKenya,

body, took up the role of strong pressure group, fora

constitutionalism and the rule of Law. One section of this

body consisting of the executive body of the Law Society in

1991; came up stongly in performing this role~

They particularly advocated for constitutionalism and

the rule of Law, also concerned withalthough they were

issues touching on the individual human rights.

The church also, haboured some organizations who came

up to agitate for political change for the welfare of the

Kenyans. Through justice and reconciliationthe peace,

section of the National Council of Churches of Kenya,

(N.C.C.K.), this body proved to be a strong pressure group

for political change. From the church, saw the emergent of

the Moral Alliance for pieace (MAP) Pressure group.
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This group, which termed itself as 'Gods instrument of

peaceful change and reconceliations', called for a change in

the Kenyan political stand through prayer. It also called

for- the scrapping of the then section 2A of the

constitution, so as to allow for peaceful change in Kenya.b

What emerges from a look at these groups is that they

r-ealised that gap in the political system.there was a

Ther-e was a need for political change. So their activities

and goa 1s were

political change.

The mushrooming of these groups,

objectives that isgeared towards this

taking up the role of

pr-essur-egroups, raises what legalthe question of under

basis did they exist. A look at the Laws of Kenya reveals

that, there is no Law which expressly provide for the

for-mationof pressure groups. However, interpretation of

sever-al provisions of affords pressurethe Law, groups a

str-onglegal basis to exist and operate in Kenya.

The constitution impliedly provides for the existence

of pr-essur-egroups. The fact that foundamental human rights

ar-epr-otected under the issue?'.the constitution, enhances

Mor-eemphatically put, the constitution is the basis upon

which the political institutions of the country are built.

Upon it, a c iviI so cie ty strong foundation. Infinds a

effect therefore the constitution embodies critical rights

expectations

indicated.e

anxious towhich the citizens seeare

The right to associate finds protection under

the constitution and provides as follows:
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"Except wi th hi s own consent, no per-son .sha 11 be
hinder-ed in the enjoyment of his fr-eedom of assembly
and association that is to say, his r-ight to assemble
fr-eely and associate with other- per-sons and in
par-ticular- to for-m or- belong to tr-ade unions or- other-
associations for- the pr-otection of his inter-ests". op

(Emphasis added).

From this pr-ovision which guar-antees to the individual the

right to associ a te wi th other-s and par-ticular-ly to for-m

other associations. It emer-ges clear-Iy that Kenyans have a

right in Iaw to for-m pr-essur-e gr-oups.

The sociaties Act, defines a society as;

"any club, company, par-tner-ship or- other-
associations of ten, or- mor-e per-sons whatever- its
natur-e or- objective established in Kenya".:LC:>
(Emphasis added)

Looking at these pr-ovisions, could pr-omptlyone

conclude that pr-essur-e gr-oups have a legal basis in Kenya,

especially if falling under- ter-m, "other-theseen as

associations" in both the above cited pr-ovisions. The ter-m

'whatever- its natur-e', under- the societies Act, encompases

Many associations, a phrase under- which pr-essur-e gr-oups

would be seen to fall under-.

A look at what we have ter-med as pressur-e gr-oups in

Kenya in 19905,the Leaves with feeling, ofus a

uncertainity as to the distinctions betweer inter-est gr-oups

and pr-essur-e gr-oups. The categor-y contained gr-oups which

took up the r-ole of agitating for- politcal change. However-,

we need to under-stand that pr-essur-e gr-oups come up in answer-

to certain needs. Kenya befor-e the multi-par-ty er-a needed

to amend the constitution, especially the then section 2A, a

section which illegalised the for-mation of pr-essur-e gr-oups,
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and any other groups with political inclinations. This

explains why some groups which transformed into strong

pressure group for political change had a long existence as

interest groups. This took up the form of professional

bodies or church organizations to mention but afew. They

diverted their attention to demand for change, as a response

to the political needs of the Kenyans. Political changes

Therewere tak ing place in many of the African countries.

was need for states to go multi-party and in this

reawakening, the role of pressure groups could not be left

out. They initiated, in most cases, the road towards multi-

party democracy. The; were the main activists in the

democratization process.

Under the Law, pressure

societies, Iimi ted Iiabi Iity

groups may be registered, as

companies or non-governmental

or qan i z a t i on v v= This depends on whether they fall under

the categories of societies, as required by the societies

Act, or whether they are non-governmental organizations.

They cou Id also be affiliates to such entities or branches

of the above bodies. A good example is the justice, peace,

and reconciliation group a section of the national Council

of Churches of Kenya, a group which played a great role in

the agitation for the adoption of multi-party rule in Kenya.

The registration requirement will be found in the relevant

statutes. An exmple is the Law Society a body registered

under the law Society Act.1.2

The other groups ad-hoc in nature, which came up in
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response to the need to for the adoptions ofpressure

political pluralism had to find a legal basis for existence

and to avoid contravening

as the societies Act.~3

Ford pressure group as

the provisions of the Law - such

it then was, was able to evade

registration requirements through a legal technicality. It

limited its membership to less than ten, a requisite for any

group to be registered as a society under the societies

The Moral Alliance for Peace (M.A.P) a pressure

group founded Timothy Njoya, usedby a church reverend one

the same technique.

When the necessity

Its initial membership was only five.

to have a wide membership, thearose

group avoided the requirement for registration, through an

operational techinique. It provided that for one to be a

member, the requirement was 'devoting a minute every morning

and every evening to commit Kenya to God'. We need to point

out that the group realised the difficulties it would have

had to encounter, in its efforts to be registered under the

societies Act.~~ The unfair judgement against the National

Democratic Party of Kenya had opened the eyes of most of the

leaders who formed or steered these pressure groups.

Pressure supplement political parties in thegroups

political the colonial

political

representation system. During

period, after the colonial government banned all

groups, trade unions, groups which were basically meant to

represent the interests of the workers, turned into very

strong political forums under which the political interests
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of the Af ri cans found proper expression.1b In the 1990's,

most interest groups and other social organizations took up

the role of representing peoples interest to the higher

authorities. The womens movements,17 professional bodies,

particularly the Law Society of Kenya, and some groups

within the church, became strong pressure groups for the

democratization process.11!9

The constitutional basis of pressure groups, maybe

implied from the existence of the bill of rights, entreached

in the consti tution. The bill of rights embodies, inter

alia, the right to associate. Taking a leaf from the words

of Jagadish swamp,1'P a former Solicitor General of the

Republic of India, he said of the freedom of association

thus;

The right of the people freely to assemble for
lawful purposes is and always has been one of the
attributes of citizenship; under a free
government. The very idea of a government
republic in form implies a right on the part of
the citizens to meet freely for consultation in
respect of public affairs. Freedom of association
is an essential element of a democtatic system of
government".=C:>

From the foregoing statement, what emerges, clearly is that

he freedom of association is an essential element of

citizenship. That it should be embraced by any Republic which

spousesfree government status and principles of democracy. If

government stands at such a status therefore, outomatically the

right to associate wi 11 include the formation of pressure groups.

Ifsuch a state entertains laws and policies, which infringe on

these right to associ ate, it wou Id be undermin ing those tenets
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hich warrants it to exist as a democratic Republican states;

hus is bearing in mind that a democratic state means a free

cciety in which government is based upon consent of an informed

citizenry,and ded ica ted to the protection of the rights of all

ven the "most despised minori ties". 21

The Kenyan, perspective, reveals a state founded on a

constitution which inter alia provides for the protection of

humanrights, where in the right to associate is also included.

Inya cannot be heard, therefore, to deny pressure groups their

right to exist, as this would be contradicting its own municipal

l~s Unfortunately, this has been a controversial areas which we

hall deal with later on, as practice has shown otherwise, at

llastin the period before the adoption of political pluralism

At the international level, freedom of association has been

len as extend ing to the formation of political associations,

labour associations, pressure groups and all forms of

anociations. Myres McDougal al~2- , in discussing the

mergent adovocacy and demands for human rights explores the

n cessity for freedom to establish and join groups and private

freedom,falling under the freedom of associations. He includes

e freedom to join pressure groups in his list of demands from

hi government relating to power.

The universal declaration for Human rights, protects freedom

of association:.!::!:.It states that everyone has the right to

freedomof peacefu 1 assemb 1y and association. The international

covenant for civil and political rights echoes this
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prote,.c:tion.24 Thus Kenya,

has an obligation to take

being a state party to

the necessary measures

this covenant

to bring her

Laws in line with the provisions of this covenant, and to give

effect to the rights recognised by the covenant. Any

discrepancies between her Laws and the covenant constitutes, a

breach of international obligations which is not righted by

relying on her municipal Law or deficiencies therein to escape

from her obligation" under international Law.=~

This obligation is enhanced further by the presence of among

others, non-governmental organizations concerned with issues of

Human rights. They include inter alia; the international league

for Human rights. The international commission of Jurists -

Kenya Chapter, Amnesty International, and International Council

of Women, all groups which are represented by a section or

Chapter in Kenya.26 These groups, though of international

status, their presence in Kenya, inform of sections or chapters

representing these major bodies, constituted a strong source of

pressure groups for the democratization process. They act as

checks on the government by which they check on the

human rights by those in power.27

abuse of the

Therefore, pressure groups, have a legal base for existence

in Kenya. Any Legislature passed touching or the freedom of

association, must not make it unduly costly to exercise this

right. However, the constitution contains provisions, which

appear to limit the right to assembly and association. It

provides inter alia that the right to associate may be interfered

with in the interest of defence; Public Health; Public order;
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freedoms of other persons.2B However, we should note that

these exceptions will only operate if it is shown that the

provisions or the act done under these exceptions is reasonably

justifiable in a democratic society.

From the reading of the constitution Section 80, we conclude

that pressure groups have a constitutional base for their

operation and existence. Unfortunately, before the adoption of

multi-party system, the then Section 2A of the constitution made

Section 80 (1) inoperative. If anything, it was given such a

restrictive interpretation, making it very .hard, and unduly

costly to exercise the freedom to associate. This was mainly

used adversely to terminate any legal base for pressure groups.

The enjoyment of the right to associate should not depend on

the whims of public officers. The operation of pressure groups

should not depend on the discretion vested in any officer of the

golJernment. This emerges from a Sri-Lankan case where the

section under interpretation, which resembles the Kenyan section

80 (1), read as follows;

"In the Republic of Sri-Lanka, all
right to freedom of peaceful assembly

citizens shall have a
and association".29

In this case, the court accepted as correct the following

statement of Law from Rama Krishnaiah v The President;30

"It is well established that the exercise of any of the
fundamental rights like the right of freedom of
association ... Cannot be subject to the discretional control
of administrative or executive authority which can grant or
withhold permission to exercise such right at its
discretion ... The guaranteed freedom cannot be abridged on
abrogated by the exercise of official discretion".31
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Despite the clear provisions in the Law for the freedom to

associate, the Kenyan scenario has shown that the enjoyment of

The amendingthis right depended on the whims of those in power.

of the constitution to introduce a provision therein which

favoured the dominance of one party is a prove of this. This is

clear from the reasons given for making Kenya a de-jure one party

state.32 The amendment rendered Section 80 (1) of the

constitution seem "an invalid Legislation.33 The 1982,

constitutional amendment (Act No.7) which made Kenya a one party

state, by introducing the now repealed section 2A of the

constitution, deeply curtailed

Kenya. The section had

the freedom of association in

the effect of imposing severe

restrictions on all those groups who would have participated

effectively in the power process to enhance the growth of a

healthy democratic state. The amendment was based on invidious

grounds through the intolerance of political non conformists,

reason not justifiable in a democratic state as required by

section 80 (2) of the constitution. This state of affairs, where

the rights of pressure groups to exist in Kenya, depended on the

whims of the executive, and who manipulated the Laws to ensure

that their positions in power was not challenged, presented the

most difficult factor, for those who fought for the openly and

rightful existence of pressure group in Kenya. A task made even

more difficult by the courts. We therefore, endevour to bring

out some of the issues in which the Kenyan courts had to deal

with, either the pressure groups themselves or some members

belonging to these pressure groups.
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3.2 PRESSURE GROUPS AND THE COURTS
When Kenya was a one pa~ty state, the cou~ts gave the Law

such a ~est~icted inte~p~etation the~eby denying p~essu~e g~oups

Legal existence. Indeed, a look at the cases which the cou~ts had

to dea 1 wi th at the time, pe~taining to these g~oups, ~eveals

that the cou rts we~e being used by the gove~nment to supp~ess

those holding dive~gent views. It was not sup~ising the~efo~e,

whe~e in one case, the cou~t stated that "P~essu~e g~oups a~e not

known in Kenya"34. This move by the cou~t was meant to defend

the one-pa~ty

establ ishment

system in the countr-y by discou~aging the

and ope~ation of politically o~iented p~essu~e

qr ou ps in Kenya. What the cou~t was saying was that, the f~eedom

of association did not extend to pressure groups, merely because

they are not expressly mentioned under Section 80 of the

constitution. The cou~t was denying all forms of non-political

party association in Kenya their Legal existence save trade

uni"ons.

The Kenyan Judiciary was being manipulated by those in powe~

to block the demoncratization process. The 'KANU' government

used the expatriate judges and judges an contract to preside over

"politically sensitive cases". The result was that in most of

these cases, the judgements, were in favour- of the state. This,

could be implied fr-om cases, such as the N.D.P. case, wherein,

even after- the counsel of the applicants requesting that the

judge disqualify himself on grounds of bias, such a r-equest only

led to his being wa~ned that he was being in contempt of cour-t.

"One more wor-d" said Dugdale "and you have had it".3e
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A look back at the recent past, before the adoption of multi

partism, reveals a struggle between pressure groups, their

leaders on one hand, and the government using the courts on the

other land. The groups, through their leaders, were battling the

'KANU' government for the recognition of the right of Kenyans to

associate and assemble freely, without interference. The Legal

agility and imagination

some formal

of these key activists, saw the

recognition of associations, which associations we

have drawn into the category of pressure groups. This was by the

repeal of the then Section 2A of the Constitution which move

allowed Section 80 (1) of the constitution to 'operate. The

achievement, however, of this repeal had an opportunity cost on

the part of the groups and their Leaders, as manifest in some of

the cases which we shall address ourselves to herebelow.

The challenge was taken up by the Law Society chique. The

constitutional matter was openly challenged in court, by one

in the case of Gitobu Imanyara vs Attorney Genera136•

The applicant was a Lawyer, and an Editor-in-Chief of the Nairobi

Law monthly magazine, a piece of publication in which the views

of the Law Society of Kenya found expression. The facts were as

follows;

On January 7th 1991, Gitobu Imanyara filed an application in

court alleging that Section 2A as amended in 1982 was inherently

unconstitutional. He based his argument on a reading of Section

80 of the constitution. That section is a guarantee of the

freedom to assembly and it places a bar on attempts to hinder the

enjoyment of the right to assembly except with the consent of the
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citizen. However Section 80 qualifies the right to assembly and

association if it is shown that any Law that takes away the right

is necessary for,

(i i )

Defence, public safety, public health, public
order and public morality.

The purpose of protecting the freedom of other
persons.

(i )

(iii ) Imposing restrictions upon public officers,
members of the disciplined forces or persons in
the service of a Local government authority.

(i v) The registration of trade unions and associations
of trade unions or membership in the trade unions.

There is a further requirement that the Law that takes away

the right of assembly even if it fulfils the criteria set out in

(i ) to (iv), must also be reasonably justified in a democratic

society.

Imanyara argued that the Memorandum of objects and reasons

for the 1982 amendment to the constitution does not cite any of

the exceptions listed in section 80 and is therefore an invalid

derogation from that right. Further that even if that amendment

could fulfill the criteria set out by the exceptions to Section

80, it still was not reasonably justifiable in a democratic

society. And that therefore Section 2A was unconstitutional,

null and void.

In essence therefore, the case was considering whether

Section 2A of the Constitution was inconsistent with the freed or

of association Under Section 80. The response of the court to,

this application, manifestly brought out the opposition moun tee
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on the members of the Law Society chique-constituting a pressure

group for the rule of law and constitutionalism. The statement

of the judge brought out the bias emanating from the judiciary in

favour of the state. He stated thus

"When the applicant referred •••. in his affidavit
that he believed that there are millions of
Kenyans who are not by choice members of Kanu, the
contents are irrelevant for the reason 'that his
belief is irrelevant because he is the only
applicant •.•. The statement is made for propaganda
purposes and to stir up and excite the public. It
cannot be said that the few millions of Kenyans
bring to mind a splendid and exciting picture but
this part of the technique to falsely give the
impression that he is fighting for millions of
Kenyans, when he in fact, he would like them to
fight for him ..• here we have an individual who
seeks to alter or amend or overthrow the
constitution for his own benefit".c:!o7

This in essence, was an attack by the court of this

courageous Leader. The activist of the pressure group for

constitutionalism and the rule of Law, as he really was,w~bold

enqugh to challenge the constitutional provisions, which blocked

the democralization process. This shows how the courts were

being used to silence the people who challenged the one

rule in Kenya. They had to fight, a struggle which explains the

abrupt, mushrooming of pressure groups. The activists were not

in good terms with the KANU' government, which in turn used the

courts to fight the activists.

The heights of the confrontation between pressure groups and

the court was the cas e 0 f =S-=a::....:..l..=ic.:.m:..:.-.---:.N-=d-=a:;:.:m.:..:...:..;w-=e=--..=a.:..;.n..:...d=-_t.::..:...h:..:.r....;e=-=e=-----=o:;,..t.::..:...h:.;:e=-r:......:s'----'-v_T.:.....:..,.h=-e

Attorney General and the Registrar.c:!oe The presiding judge in

the case did not think much of the case, because he knew exactly

whose interests he was protecting. Indeed, he interpreted the
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Law narrowly to suit the interests of the state as he had done in

many cases touching on the state political matters. He

outrightly denied pressure groups their Legal existence by

stating that they are "Unknown in Kenya". After a long

Mr.

that

the

disagreement with the counsel appearing for the N. D. P. ,

Orengo, he delivered a hasty Judgement stating Inter alia,

the intention to campaign for the repeal of a section of

constitution "Is a political intention. "39 The courts gave the

such a restrictive interpretation denying pressure groups

existence for fear that this would challenge the power of the

state, whose interests they were protecting.

In our definition of a pressure group, we indicated that

pressure groups are necessary institution for effecting change in

any society.4':> The Law Society chique, realised this

necessity. They used the same Law, which had been used to deny

pressure groups their Legal existence to secure a right of

existence for these groups~Section 2 of the societies Act; was

given a practical approach. The section provides that for a

group to be registered under the societies Acts, it must have ten

or more persons. Therefore, if a group has less than ten

tomembers, then it

this provision.

does not need to be registered, according

It can still operate, to achieve its purposes.

Tl"iissection was used by the pressure groups such as the Law

Society. They interpreted it to allow for the existence of the

Forum for restoration of democracy pressure group. It claimed to

have had a membership of only six, hence having a right to exist

as a pressure group, without being registered. This afforded it
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a base to exist without offending the Law, which in this case

we~e the p~ovisions of the societies Act.

Religion is ve~y pe~vasive in Kenya Society; and the~efo~e,

any g~oup ope~ating along this line was bound to have a fa~

reaching effect right down the social structure. This was

exploited by these groups in the formation of the Justice and

Peace Convention (Kenya) JPC-K41. This was an alliance of the

Justice and Peace Commission of the Church P~ovince of Kenya

(C.P.K.) ,

N.C.C.K.

the Justice Peace and reconciliation commission of the

and the Law Society of Kenya. The convention intended

to 'hold p~aye~s symposia, in all provincial headquarte~s o~

and confessionothe~ lo~ations fo~ the pu~pose of intercession

and to discuss the p~ocess of establishing and sustaining justice

and peace in a democ~atic Kenya. We~e it not for othe~ factors,

the group had a basis to exist and its influence would have been

great.42

The same technique was employed by the Moral Alliance fo~

Peace (MAP) pressu~e group. It managed to keep

membership to five; hence evading the need to be

its initial

~egistered.

When its membership became wide, it went unde~ the guise that the

requirement fo~ operation was only "devoting one minute in the

morning and one in the evening to commit Kenya to God".43

These st~uggles were rewarded in the sc~apping of Section 2A

of the constitution as it them was, an achievement which opened

the gates for the mushrooming of pressu~e g~oups in Kenya.44

With the ~epeal of Section 2A, of the constitution and the
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adoption of political pluralism the courts may be better placed

to give the Law its proper and reasonable interpretation.

3.3 PRESSURE GROUPS AND POLITICAL ORDER

The presence of pressure groups in the society represent a

healthy democratic state. They provide an essential link between

the governed and the government. Being but one strong means of

formulating public sentiments in the society, they supplement the

political parties in the representation process especially in a

multi-party system. Pressure groups are therefore part of the

political system. They permit a new kind of participation of the

people in effecting Legislation and administration of policies.

In essence, they provide people with a continous interest in the

governing process not only at elections time but even between

elections. Indeed, they mould public opinion into a dynamic

force for the shaping of government policy. They are the modern

expression of democracy by the people and for the people.4~

Pressure groups,
,.

which are but organised groups seeking

particular power objectives without presenting comprehensive

programmes and candidates for office, play a great role in

checking the power at the disposal of the government and the

parties, by ensuring that it is not abused. They levy criticism

on the government especially when it perpetrates itself in power

by use of Laws, which in effect rendered in-operative the

principles of human rights. The efforts of the Law Society

clique partly led to the scrapping of section 2A of the

Constitution, a section which had the effect of rendering section
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80(1) of the constitution inoperative. Section 2A abrogated the

citizens right to associate freely as guaranteed under section 80
of the constitution. We therEfore, attribute the scrapping of

section 2A of the constitution, as it then was, to the work of

pressure groups, and especially the Law Society, though we cannot

rule out the work of other factors within the society. This

opened the road towards a fuller kind of democracy, a step taken

by many pressure groups today, in enhancing democracy.

Pressure group may sometimes aid and influence the

government in the formation and implementation of its policies.

Since most of them concentrate on specific issues affecting the

individual or a group of individuals, they draw the attention of

the governing authorities to formulate and implement policies

affecting them to their advantage. An active player has been the

women's movement in Kenya. Before the adoption of the multiparty

era, women's interests were marginalised, by those in power.

Though there was the 'Maendeleo ya Wanawake' group, which was

supposed to represent the interests of women, they were just a

rubber stamp, an instrument which was being used by the 'KANU'

government. Kenyan Laws, in many areas, discriminated women on

the ground of sex. Women were left out in the major decision

making bodies, and even their interests were not given complete

attention in the implementation stages of these policies. The

women movement is therefore geared towards ensuring that the

women's interests are taken care of in the formulation and

implementation stages of any important matters affecting women.

In doing this, the women have taken to themselves the task of
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educating women on their right to vote, bearing in mind that

women form more than half of the Kenyan population, being about

(51/.) of the votin'] population.4b The women are also

campaigning against discrimination on the ground of sex. As a

result of this, their interests have been given paramount

importance in
1

the drafting of the constitutions of the new

parties.47 This will ensure that they take part 1n the decision

making process, a step which will boost far ahead the

democratization process.

The democratization process, is partly aimed at ensuring

that the right of all, even the most despised minorities is given

equal attention by those in power.46 This realization will

,produce a government dedicated to the protection of human rights

as laid down in the constitution. The government will only exist

so long as the people have confidence in it so long as pressure

group activities exist, then the government will remain alert to

needs of the citizen. However, the success of the

democratization process can only be judged with time.

Pressure groups provide continuity in the representation

process, an advantage which political parties are devoid of

pressure groups do not offer candidates for the management of the

government, if they do this, then they cease to be pure presure

groups, and turn to political parties. However, in practice the

members of a certain pressure group may still be members of a

strong political party. We need to remember that pressure groups

aim at influencing the government, a device which make them

suitable instruments to represent peoples interests than
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political parties. They are the institutions where ordinary

citizens find their true representation.49 This is because

pressure groups are able to concentrate on issues more

attentively than political parties. An example is the Release

Political Prisoner Pressure Group in Kenya. Though it was not

expressly s~id that the review of the prison conditions, which

recent release ofled to the release of many prisoners and the

many prisoners,::IC>who were taken in for political cr imes w.3.s

due to the activities of this pressure group, we would evidently

conclude that the constant efforts of this pressure group drew

the attention of those in authority to look into the conditions

of these prisoners, and particularly accept that there were

people who had been held for political reasons, a fact which the

government had vehemently before the formation of

this pressure group. The R.P.P. pressure group offered constant

pressure for the release of prisoners, a task which the Forum for

Restoration of Democracy (FORD) was unable to accomplish after it

became a full fledged political party.

Pressure groups, in most of the cases, keep those in power

alert on issues of fundamental human rights. Many of the human

rights recommendations and decisions within the United Nations

body (UN) , are as a result of direct or indirect efforts by

transnational pressure groups under the United Nation. We have

bodies such as the Amnesty International, Human rights committee,

groups which constantly talked of the state of human rig hts in

Kenya and how they were being abused. Their work, contributed a

lot in the move towards a fuller democracy. They were on the
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front line in the democralization process.e2

In effect therefore, pressure groups being bodies which seek

particular power objectives without re~resenting comprehensive

programs and candidates for office, are but necessary adjuncts in

the politica' environment. They are effective checks on the

power process. This emerges from the words of one American

Lecturer, who said thuse3

"Pressure groups that had been formed during the

demoncralization process, a stage which Kenya is

unde-rgoing, could help keep the current and any

future government in check against abuse of

power".e4

For the Kenyan scenario checks directed towards those in power

country evolveswill ensure a regular process of change, as the

through history. Pressure groups, provide avenues for open

criticism and dialogue, essential, elements in ensuring a state

of participatory democracy.

3.4 RECOMMENDATIONS
1. There should be complete independence of the Judiciary to

enable them dispense their duties well. This will ensure

that the Laws are accorded their proper interpretation and

meaning, in order to allow the institutions of pressure

society.groups to exist freely for the betterment of the

This will make those in power respond to the needs of the

citizens, according to the social contract. Hence the
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individual will be accorded the dignity he is entitled to as

a human being.

2. In the recent past, the political scenerio has shown that

better services have been rendered to the citizens in the

governing process. We attribute this fact to the

institution of pressure groups. The initiative and progress

of the democralization process, which has been mainly the

concern of pressure groups in an indication that Kenya is

capable of achieving wider leaps of democracy. We therefore

recommend that pressure groups should continue with the role

they are playing in the democratization process, and that

many more should come up to deal with matters affecting the

common man in the governing process.

3. The institution of pressure groups should not be viewed as

an undesirable institution by those in power. Criticism and

even open protest, characteristics more often than not

emanating from pressure groups towards those in power,

should be viewed as healthy factors for any government. In

any case, a government devoted to the needs of its people

should accept healthy criticism. This is bearing in mind

that pressure groups also help in the formulation and

implimentation of policies. Those in the offices of power

should accept their shortcomings and inadequecies. Only in

this way, can we proudly say, we are a government by the

people and for the people. This is because pressure groups

are modern expressions of democracy by the people and for

the people. The institutions through which the common
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citizen finds his true representation. Indeed, pressure

groups permit a new kind of participation by the people in

effecting Legislation and administration of policies.
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CONCLUSION

This thesis has looked at the state~f pressure groups. It

has defined a pressure group to mean a non-partisan organization

brought together by shared attitudes which exerts influence upon

the Legislature, the executive and other governmental organs, for

the enactment or rejection of certain Legislations or for the

modification, rejection or discontinuation of a public policy.

They develop to fill up the gaps in the political, system. They

perform a representative function by communicating the wishes of

the people to the public authorities. However, they do not seek

formal control of the government. They come up in many colours

"dressed" in welfare professional, political, and religions

garbs.1 For many of them, better governance is the end sought.

This definition is however, not conclusive.

We have also looked at other groups akin to the term

pressure group. These are political parties and interest groups.

We have indicated that pressure groups supplement the political

representation system in the governing process. We have seen

that pressure groups are necessary adjuncts l.n our political

system. The study has dealt with the part played by pressure

groups in the representation process. During the colonial

period, these institutions responded to the representation needs

of the society at that time. They represented the interests of

the governed to the higher offices of the government. The groups

took the form of political bodies, welfare associations, trade

unions and religions groups.2
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The thesis has also established that these groups behave

a given time.differently according to the political climate in

This explains the different faces potrayed by pressure

different eras in history.

In dis~ussing the institution of a pressure group, much has

groups ir

been done to try and reclaim the institution from some of the

misconceptions about pressure groups. In Kenya, it has been

alleged that some founder members of some of the pressure groups

are interested in donor funds or popularity.3 Though this

motive cannot be ruled out, that is the exception than the rule.

When

the

pressure groups check on the abuse of power and criticise

to be misunderstood.holders of this power, they are bound

This eventually explains the upsurge of pressure groups in the

multi-party era after they

time.

had been denied existence for a long

The element of change is a contributing factor in the

formation of pressure groups. There is very little resemblance

b'etween those pressure groups which fought for multi-party

democracy and those groups which fought for independence. What

emerges from these groups is that they are avenues through which

the common citizen finds true representation.

We also dealt with the legal basis of pressure groups in

Kenya. The Kenyan courts have in the recent past denied these

institutions the right to exist freely in the society. This has

been by strongly restricting the interpretation of the Law, which

has actually infringed on the freedom of association.4 It is

therefore clear that pressure groups have a strong constitutional
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base to exist founded on the bill of rights which Kenya has

adopted in Chapter Five of the constitution. The very fact that

Chapter five contains the bill of rights, entails an

international status under which the formation of pressure groups
'"is recognised. Provisions of the societies Act, impliedly allows

pressure groups to exist and operate 1n Kenya. We are of the

view that the trend of pressure groups in supplementing political

parties 1n the presentation process should not be hindered in

future. They should alert the present and future power holders

to avoid the danger which come with the abuse of power. Indeed,

pressure groups should articulate and activate issues on behalf

of the masses, hence broadening participatory democracy.

However, pressure groups being but one avenue through which

public, sentiments are expressed, this area remains an open field

for research on the mechanisms open to the people to check

against the abuse of power by those who hold it.
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